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ABSTRACT
We present an overview of the ﬁfth
round of Critical Assessment of Protein Structure
Prediction (CASP5) fold recognition category. Prediction models were evaluated by using six different
structural measures and four different alignment
measures, and these scores were compared to those
assigned manually over a diverse subset of target
domains. Scores were combined to compare overall
performance of participating groups and to estimate rank signiﬁcance. The methods used by a few
groups outperformed all other methods in terms of
the evaluated criteria and could be considered stateof-the-art in structure prediction. We discuss a few
examples of difﬁcult fold recognition targets to
highlight the progress of ab initio-type methods on
difﬁcult structure analogs and the difﬁculties of
predicting multidomain targets and selecting prediction models. We also compared the results of manual
groups to those of automatic servers evaluated in
parallel by CAFASP, showing that the top performing automated server structure predictions approached those of the best manual predictors.
Proteins 2003;53:395– 409. © 2003 Wiley-Liss, Inc.
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INTRODUCTION
We present a detailed report of the CASP5 fold recognition assessment, which included evaluating prediction
models, quantifying these evaluations in a meaningful
way, and using these measurements to produce a ranking
of groups that was subject to various tests of signiﬁcance.
Automation played a crucial role in completion of the
analysis. Our report outlines the resulting evaluation
procedure, the logic behind its development, and the
results of its application to CASP5 fold recognition target
predictions. On the basis of these results, we highlight the
pitfalls and progress of both the top performing prediction
groups and the fold prediction community as a whole.
In addition to deﬁning CASP5 target domain classiﬁcations (see Target Classiﬁcation article in this issue1), the
assessment of the CASP5 fold recognition category encompassed evaluations of both the structural quality of model
predictions with respect to deﬁned experimental targets
(see Table I) and the alignment quality derived from such
predictions. To help with this task, the Livermore Prediction Center provided automated evaluations of submitted
©
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model predictions using methods developed throughout
the decade-long course of CASP.2– 6 Such measures proved
to be an essential component of the assessment, considering the growing number of experimental targets (46 fold
recognition domains) and the increasing number of groups
represented in CASP5 (149 manual groups and 59 automatic servers predicted fold recognition domains). For the
fold recognition category alone, 20220 predictions had to
be evaluated, making manual judgment of all predictions
impossible within the required timescale of the assessment.
Given the drawbacks of relying on a single measure to
estimate the quality of all fold recognition predictions (e.g.,
see Fig. 3), we decided to incorporate scores from recognized structural comparison methods including Dali,7,8
CE,9 and a relatively new structural comparison method,
Mammoth.10 In addition, we incorporated scores from a
contact distance method we developed for the purpose of
CASP evaluation (see Methods and Results). We considered scores from these four methods, along with the two
Livermore automated evaluation measures (GDT_TS and
SOV_O scores3– 6) to reﬂect the overall structural quality
of the predictions.
In previous CASP assessments of the fold recognition
category, alignment quality had been an important component of evaluation.11–14 To expand on this design, we chose
to evaluate the quality of prediction alignments using the
output from structural superpositions of DALI, CE, and
Mammoth, in addition to the output from a sequenceindependent structure alignment (LGA5) provided by the
group at Livermore. The quality of alignments produced by
these four structural superposition methods was scored
independently on the basis of the fraction of correctly
aligned residues. Thus, our overall evaluation included
scores generated by six different structural measures and
four different alignment measures for every fold recognition target prediction.
To compare the overall prediction quality of different
groups, scores generated with all measures and for all fold
recognition domains had to be combined to produce a
single value reﬂective of group performance, despite the
fact that groups predicted varying numbers of targets.
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TABLE I. Fold Recognition Domains
a

Target

T0130
T0132
T0133
T0134_1
T0134_2
T0135
T0136_1
T0136_2
T0138
T0141
T0146_1
T0146_2
T0146_3
T0147
T0148_1
T0148_2
T0149_1
T0152
T0156
T0157
T0159_1
T0159_2
T0162_1
T0162_2
T0165
T0168_1
T0168_2
T0169
T0170
T0172_1
T0172_2
T0173
T0174_1
T0174_2
T0184_2
T0185_1
T0185_3
T0186_2
T0186_3
T0187_1
T0187_2
T0189
T0191_1
T0192
T0193_1
T0195

b

c

Domain borders

Class

6-105
B6-B152
A16-A308
A878-A1006
A1007-A1112
C3-C108
E4-E259
E260-E523
A1-A135
A1-A187
A1-A24, A114-A196
A25-A113
A244-A299
A2-A245
A2-A9, A101-A163
A10-A100
A2-A202
G12-G209
A2-A157
A2-A138
X1-X91, X234-X309
X92-X233
A7-A62
A63-A113
A1-A318
A1-A68, A210-A327
A69-A209
A1-A156
1-69
A2-A115, A217-A294
A116-A216
A3-A299
B8-B28, B199-B374
B39-B198
B166-B236
A1-A101
A299-A446
A45-A256, A293-A330
A257-A292
A4-A22, A250-A417
A23-A249
A1-A319
A1-A104, A248-A282
A2-A153, B154-B171
A1-A78
A1-A299

CM/FR(H)
CM/FR(H)
CM/FR(H)
FR(H)
FR(H)
FR(A)
CM/FR(H)
CM/FR(H)
FR(H)
CM/FR(H)
FR(A)/NF
FR(A)/NF
FR(A)/NF
FR(A)
FR(A)
FR(A)
CM/FR(H)
CM/FR(H)
FR(H)
FR(H)
CM/FR(H)
CM/FR(H)
FR(A)
FR(A)
CM/FR(H)
CM/FR(H)
CM/FR(H)
CM/FR(H)
FR(A)/NF
CM/FR(H)
FR(A)/NF
FR(A)/NF
FR(H)
FR(H)
CM/FR(H)
CM/FR(H)
CM/FR(H)
CM/FR(H)
FR(A)/NF
FR(A)/NF
FR(A)
CM/FR(H)
FR(A)
CM/FR(H)
FR(H)
CM/FR(H)

a
CASP5 target codes. Domain numbers are appended to the codes for
multidomain proteins.
b
Domain boundaries according to Experimental model residue numbers.
c
Target class. CM: Comparative Modeling; FR: Fold Recognition; (H):
Homologous; (A): Analogous; NF: New Fold.

Given that each measure provided different scores and
that each target varied in difﬁculty, any procedure used to
combine scores had to include rescaling. To address this
problem, we chose to assign scores (z scores) based on a
comparison with the average prediction scores for individual target domains. Once scaled according to each
target, group scores were combined by using various

strategies and averaged over all measures to produce
values reﬂective of the overall performance of each group.
This general procedure allowed us to compare and rank
each group participating in CASP5 fold recognition prediction and to assign statistical signiﬁcance to the results.
Although group rankings were based entirely on these
automatic scores, we believed that including some aspect
of manual judgment of predictions would add value to the
assessment. In addition to manually inspecting a number
of models for each target domain, we chose a subset of
10-fold recognition domains that ranged in difﬁculty to
score manually (scoring all prediction models with correct
overall fold; see Methods and Results) and compared these
results to our automatic scoring method. To gain insight
into which groups performed better on different types of
targets, we evaluated subsets of fold recognition homologues and analogs separately. To assess which groups
performed better at different tasks, we evaluated structural quality measures and alignment quality measures
separately. These various subsets of scores helped us to
more closely evaluate the most successful approaches to
fold recognition.
METHODS AND RESULTS
Fold Recognition Target Domains
Traditionally, the fold recognition category has included
domains that fell in between the more clearly deﬁned
comparative modeling targets (displayed sequence similarity to known folds) and the new fold targets (displayed no
structural similarity to known folds), with some overlap.
Because of the increasing power of sequence similarity
detection methods, the overlap between comparative modeling and fold recognition domains in CASP5 has now
become extensive and difﬁcult to deﬁne. Previous CASP
domain classiﬁcations have been rather subjective and
limited to available sequence (deﬁned by PSI-BLAST15,16
in CASP4) and structural (deﬁned by ProSup17 in CASP4)
information for similar folds.11,13 We chose to expand on
these traditional domain class boundary deﬁnitions by
combining a broader measure of sequence similarity with
an objective estimation of target difﬁculty based on the
quality of submitted predictions.
Target sequence similarity to the closest known fold can
be established by a variety of methods. As measured by
PSI-BLAST procedures, similarity estimates depend on
the program version, sequence length, database size, and
input cutoffs.15,16 A measure that does not depend on the
structure of sequence space or on arbitrary cutoff values
would provide a more reliable estimate of similarity.
Starting with a structure-based alignment to the closest
PDB template, we estimated sequence similarity with the
following score (Sseq):
S seq ⫽

20 共1兲 共2兲
fi fj sij
S12 ⫺ ¥i,j
S12 ⫺ S共random兲
⫽
S共max兲 ⫺ S共random兲 S11 ⫹ S22
20 共1兲 共2兲
fi fj sij
⫺ ¥i,j
2

where S12 represents the score between the aligned target
(1) and template (2) sequence measured by the BLOSUM62 similarity matrix ignoring gap regions, S11 and
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S22 represent the same scores between the target (1)
sequence and itself and the template (2) sequence and
itself ignoring gap regions, sij represents the same score
between amino acids i and j, and fi(1) and f(2)
represent the
j
frequency of amino acid i in the target sequence (1) and the
frequency of amino acid j in the template sequence (2),
respectively. This score provided an estimate of sequence
similarity that did not depend on the structure of sequence
space. Furthermore, this score correlated with sequence
identity between all CASP5 domain target/template pairs
(r ⫽ 0.974) but was more sensitive to target/template pair
differences at low-sequence identity.
Although similarity measures indicate the general predictability of targets, the performance of the predictor
community as a whole provides the most direct estimate of
target difﬁculty. As expected, the target similarities estimated by Sseq scores generally correlated with target
difﬁculties estimated by average GDT_TS scores [diagonal
line, Fig. 1(A)]. A model-based clustering18 of this data
suggested the existence of four different groups and reﬂected the discrete nature of protein space. We chose to
use this clustering to deﬁne the boundary between the fold
recognition assessment [red targets, some blue targets,
Fig. 1(A)] and the comparative modeling assessment
[purple and green targets, Fig. 1(A)]. The relatively low
average GDT_TS scores and similarity scores of the red
and blue clusters suggested differences in overall fold that
warranted evaluation using fold recognition assessment
criteria. Because most of the domain sequences from the
red cluster [Fig. 1(A)] found known folds with sequencebased methods, this boundary deﬁnition resulted in an
extensive overlap between the two assessment categories
[21 CM/FR(H) domains].
Unfortunately, these clusters became less meaningful
for deﬁning the boundary between new fold and fold
recognition targets. The structure templates required to
estimate similarity (Sseq score) were somewhat arbitrary
for new folds and difﬁcult fold recognition domains. Thus,
to establish this boundary, we used traditional structural
criteria (see classiﬁcation article for discussion1). The
cluster reﬂecting the most difﬁcult domains (blue, Fig. 1)
contained all but two (T0170 T0172_2) of the resulting new
folds (NF and FR(A)/NF domains). Table I summarizes all
domains considered in the CASP 5 fold recognition category and deﬁnes the respective domain borders according
to residue numbers of experimental models.
Domains included in the fold recognition category could
be split into homologues (30 domains) and analogs (16
domains) of known folds. We brieﬂy summarize the classiﬁcation illustrated in Table I: comparative modeling/fold
recognition domains that detected known folds using
sequence-based methods were considered to be homologues [CM/FR(H)]. This overlapping category included 22
domains, which represented almost half of the total number of identiﬁed fold recognition targets (46 domains). Fold
recognition domains that did not detect known folds with
sequence-based methods but possess substantial structural similarities to known folds were also considered to be
homologues [FR(H)]. For the eight domains of this class,
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various justiﬁcations allowed an inference of evolutionary
relatedness (see target classiﬁcation article1). Fold recognition analog domains [FR(A)] contained general structural
similarity to known folds, although evolutionary relatedness could not be established. Finally, new fold/fold recognition (NF/FR) domains contained very distant structural
similarities to known folds. For these eight domains,
topologies generally resembled those of known folds, but
the overall size or packing arrangement of secondary
structural element differed signiﬁcantly.
Numerical Evaluation of Predictions
To evaluate the overall quality of fold recognition predictions for a given target, each prediction must be compared
with the experimental model by considering both structural similarities and alignment quality. Ideally, an overall score could be assigned to each prediction based on
these criteria. Unfortunately, no single standard measure
exists to generate such scores, despite an expanding and
diverse number of available protein structure comparison
methods (for a review, see Ref. 19). To aid in our assessment, the group at Livermore provided various evaluation
scores (GDT_TS, SOV_O, and LGA_Q, e.g.) including
three structural superpositions (2 sequence dependent
and 1 sequence independent) for each prediction ranked by
target in order of descending GDT_TS scores.20 Given the
possible limitations of using a single measure to estimate
the overall quality of structural predictions and the diverse range of fold recognition targets, we decided to apply
a combination of available structural comparison measures to our assessment of fold recognition domains. Just
as different predictions captured various details of fold
recognition targets, different structural comparison methods potentially captured various aspects of such predictions and provided a certain robustness to method-speciﬁc
errors.
For our evaluation, we chose to use the global distance
test total score (GDT_TS) and the segment overlap measure observed score (SOV_O), which have been developed
over the time course of CASP evaluation.2– 4,6,21 The
GDT_TS score represents the average of the percentage of
residues that can be superimposed within a given distance
over four optimal sequence-dependent superpositions (1,
2, 4, and 8 Å).2,4,6 This GDT analysis has been generally
accepted by the prediction community and has provided
the basis for previous CASP assessments. Although the
GDT_TS score reﬂects the overall tertiary structural quality of a model prediction, the SOV_O score provides an
assessment of prediction quality that depends on a segment-based evaluation of secondary structure.3,21 These
two scores provided alternative automated evaluations of
CASP predictions that addressed both global (GDT_TS)
and local (SOV_O) aspects of model quality.
To further increase the range of model evaluation, we
chose to include scores from three additional structural
evaluation methods developed in other laboratories whose
programs were available for local use (Dali,7,8 http://
www.ebi.ac.uk/dali/; CE,9 http://cl.sdsc.edu/ce.html; and
Mammoth,10 http://icb.mssm.edu/services/mammoth/mam-
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Fig. 1. Target difﬁculty and domain classiﬁcation. A: Average GDT_TS scores for all target domains
rescaled according to z score (GDT_TSavg) are plotted against BLOSUM (Sseq) similarity scores generated
from a structure-based sequence alignment of the target with the closest template and rescaled by z score. The
linear regression ﬁt (diagonal gray line) represents predicted average GDT_TS scores for difﬁculty levels
represented by Sseq. Each data point is labeled according to domain and colored according to cluster
analysis.18 For clarity, we omitted the “T01” from the start of all target identiﬁcation numbers so that T0129
became 29, for example. B: The residuals of average GDT_TS scores with respect to predicted average
GDT_TS scores from data shown in (A) are plotted against the same similarity score described in (A). Data
from single-domain targets are colored yellow, and data from multiple domains are colored light blue. A black
line and a gray line indicate the averages of all single-domain and multiple-domain residuals, respectively.

moth). Of these structural alignment programs, both Dali
and CE compare intramolecular C␣ geometries (distances
and angles, respectively) of the target structure with those
of the model structure. Although the two programs use
different procedures to generate optimal structural alignments, each deﬁnes the quality of the results in terms of a z
score. Results of the two methods tend to diverge signiﬁcantly for dissimilar structures (SCOP superfamily/family
pairs under about 10% sequence identity)22 and may thus

detect different aspects of structural predictions for the
various fold recognition targets with marginal predictions.
The third structural evaluation method (Mammoth) was
developed to evaluate structural similarities at the fold
level, which seems ideal for scoring domains that fall
within the fold recognition category. Mammoth differs
from the previous two methods by producing structural
alignments that do not depend on contact maps but
instead depend on unit-vector root-mean-square dis-
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tances. The program also associates a statistical signiﬁcance value to the similarity score.10 Such a method allows
for possible registration shifts that occur frequently in
structural analogs and concentrates on structural similarities at a more general level than does Dali or CE.
As an additional structural evaluation method, we generated a sequence-dependent score that relied on similarities between intramolecular C␣ contact distances of the
target and model structures. The contact distance score
was calculated with the following equation:

冋冘 冘
N

S contact ⫽

N

i⫽1 j⫽i⫹1

册

e关⫺共dij⫺di⬘j⬘兲 /兴
2

where dij represented the distance between the C␣ atoms
of residues i and j in the target structure, di⬘j⬘ represented
corresponding residues i⬘ and j⬘ in the model structure, N
represented the total number of amino acid residues in the
target structure, and  represented an adjustable parameter that was taken to be the value (0.5 Å2) at which the
correlation between GDT_TS and contact score was maximized over all models for all targets. LiveBench uses a
similar measure to continuously evaluate structure prediction servers.23
To evaluate the alignment quality of fold recognition
predictions, we used sequence alignments produced by the
sequence-independent structural superposition methods
[Dali, CE, Mammoth, and the local-global alignment (LGA)
provided by Livermore]. Alignment quality (Q) scores for
each of the different superpositions was deﬁned as the
fraction of correctly aligned residues. Raw scores were
generated by adding one point for each correctly aligned
residue from the structural superposition and dividing the
sum by the length of the target sequence. No fractional
points are awarded for shifts. These scores were rather
stringent and could be viewed as structure-independent
measures of alignment quality.
Combining Scores
With a goal of comparing the overall prediction quality
of different groups, scores generated by using the six
structure and four alignment measures needed to be
combined to produce a single value. The fact that each
target exhibited a different level of difﬁculty complicated
this task, making combined scores meaningful only after
proper scaling across targets had been applied. Over the
course of CASP, different assessors have approached this
scaling problem in different ways. For example, in the
CASP4 fold recognition assessment, scores were normalized by assigning an overall numerical value (1– 4) to each
prediction based on manually assigned thresholds that
were different for each target.11 We decided to apply a less
subjective methodology that rescaled prediction scores
according to the average prediction quality of that target
(using z scores). For each participating group, these z
scores could be either summed or averaged over all targets
(or a subset of targets) and then averaged over all measures (or a subset of measures).

As a ﬁrst approach to combine target scores, we chose to
apply the following equation (z score summation) in which
the overall score for a group j is deﬁned as:

冘冋
N

score j共sum兲 ⫽

册

score i ⫺ 具score i典predictions
i,predictions

i⫽1

where N represents the number of predicted FR domains,
具score i典predictions represents the average score of all groups
for a given target i with a given measure, and i,predictions
represents the standard deviation. This summation produced a single group score for each given measure. By
summing the scores of each target domain, groups who
predicted more targets had an opportunity to achieve a
higher overall score than those that predicted fewer targets (although penalties for worse than average predictions counted as negative z scores). Thus, as a second
approach to combining group scores, we decided to average
z scores over all predicted targets.

冘冋
N

score j共mean兲 ⫽

i⫽1

册

score i ⫺ 具score i典predictions,2
N 䡠 i,predictions,2

For this method, we recalculated the mean (具score
i典predictions,2) and sigma (i,predictions,2) disregarding scores
below ⫺2ⴱ of the entire sample, and we divided by the
number of predicted domains (N) to achieve an average. In
the process of averaging, each negative z score was replaced with zero to eliminate the penalty for worse than
average predictions. This method of combining scores was
based on the same principles outlined in current and
previous assessments of comparative modeling targets.24,25
After combining the target scores, each group was assigned a single summation score [score j(sum)] and a single
average score [score j(mean)] for each measure (6 structural measures and 4 alignment measures). Again, we
rescaled both the summation scores and the average scores
for each measure to obtain z scores.
Once rescaled, z scores for each individual measure
could either be compared with the z scores produced by the
other measures directly (Fig. 2) or could be combined by
simple averaging to generate overall scores (Tables II–IV
scores). Linear correlation coefﬁcients (Pearson r values)
from pairwise plots of z scores for individual measures
(ﬁrst models) are reported in Figure 2. The z scores of each
individual measure compared to those averaged over all
measures suggested that as a single measure, the GDT_TS
score (r ⫽ 0.973) most closely represented that of all
combined measures, with Mammoth following closely behind (r ⫽ 0.964).
Although correlations between all measures suggested
that the GDT_TS score was the single most representative
measure for assessing fold recognition targets, the GDT_TS
score alone fell short in evaluations of difﬁcult targets. For
one such target [T0147, Fig. 3(A)], GDT_TS scores placed
at rank 4 a structural prediction [Fig. 3(B)] that appeared
fragmented, included some overlapping coordinates, and
contained irregular helices and strands. Alternatively,
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Fig. 2. Measure correlations. z scores using ﬁrst models of all fold recognition targets for each measure
were plotted against those of every other measure and the average scores over all measures (Avg). The
Pearson r value for each comparison is reported for pairwise measure comparisons. Individual measures are
abbreviated as GDT_TS for GDT_TS structural measure, Contact for contact distance measure, DALI for Dali
structural measure, CE for CE structural measure, MM for Mammoth structural measure, SOV_O for segment
overlap measure, Qlga for LGA superposition alignment score, Qdali for Dali alignment, Qce for CE alignment,
and Qmm for mammoth alignment.

TABLE II. Top 20 Predictors Ranked by Combined Scores, All Domains
Rank
ﬁrst
(sum)a

Rank
best
(sum)a

Rank
ﬁrst
(mean)b,c

Rank
best
(mean)b

Groupc,d

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
16
18
18
20

1
3
8
6
13
2
25
18
11
23
16
5
14
9
31
17
45
20
7
3

2
3
6
10
7
12
14
17
4
13
15
22
19
27
18
31
32
29
23
21

1
6
13
12
14
3
32
23
5
21
16
9
22
19
28
29
72
31
10
8

2
453
6
29
517
10
96
427
20
110
28
12
450
373
153
112
67
1
40
45

Predictorc,d,e

Predictions
scored

z score
ﬁrst
(sum)a,d

Bootstrap
ﬁrst
(sum)a,d

z score
best
(sum)a,d

Bootstrap
best
(sum)a,d

Baker
Ginalski
Rychlewski
Robetta (S)
Bujnicki
Skolnick
Bates
Fischer
Bujnicki
Honig
Shi
Xu
Labesse
Brooks
Takeda-Shitaka
Friesner
Jones
Karplus
Pmodel (S)
Pmodel3 (S)

46
46
46
46
43
46
46
46
33
36
39
46
42
46
39
46
46
46
46
46

3.21
2.76
2.37
2.02
1.96
1.88
1.66
1.64
1.61
1.50
1.49
1.46
1.43
1.35
1.34
1.24
1.24
1.21
1.21
1.15

0.83
0.70
0.62
0.33
0.29
0.17
0.12
0.18
0.13
0.09
0.05
0.08
0.05
0.07
0.10
0.05
0.07
0.07
0.06
0.04

3.58
1.87
1.60
1.68
1.33
2.69
0.93
1.18
1.38
1.05
1.20
1.79
1.25
1.48
0.83
1.19
0.54
1.14
1.65
1.87

0.98
0.26
0.10
0.12
0.04
0.97
0.07
0.07
0.17
0.09
0.05
0.23
0.07
0.14
0.04
0.07
0.05
0.09
0.14
0.38

a

Sum refers to combining target scores by summation as described in the text.
Mean refers to combining target scores by averaging z scores (⫺2, no negative scores) as described in the text.
c
Group 425 (Venclovas) and group 448 (Murzin) do not appear in the top 20 using the summation method (predicted 7 domains and 22 domains,
respectively). Venclovas ranked 1 and Murzin ranked 5 using averaging method of combining scores.
d
Groups/scores in bold display signiﬁcant (⬎95% conﬁdence) difference from most of the remaining top 20 groups using Student’s t-tests.
e
Automatic servers are indicated with (S) following the predictor name.
b

GDT_TS scores ranked at 27 a structural prediction [Fig.
3(C)] with a general fold topology identical to the target.
Manual inspection of these two structures disagreed with
these ranks. For this target, our combined score strategy
caused the fragmented prediction to drop to rank 70 (due
to unfavorable structural measure scores), whereas the
topologically correct prediction moved to a higher rank
(10). Although such extreme cases of GDT_TS shortcomings occur infrequently, this example highlights the danger of relying on a simple ranking scheme for evaluation.
Using the input from more than one evaluation method
provides one way to increase the signiﬁcance of scores and
thus the meaning of ranks, because the shortcomings of

individual methods are essentially averaged over the
inputs of other methods.
Our evaluation process assigned a single overall score to
each prediction group based on the input of 10 different
automated scores. How did this process compare to a
manual evaluation? The large number of fold recognition
predictions to be evaluated (20220 models) prevented a
complete comparison of manual scores with those generated automatically. Therefore, we chose a subset of 10 fold
recognition domains (T0130, T0132, T0133, T0135, T0138,
T0141, T0147, T0156, T0157, and T0173) for manual
evaluation to address this question. The chosen domains
represented a broad range of difﬁculty levels (average
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TABLE III. Top 20 Predictors Ranked by Combined Scores, Homologues, and Analogs
Homologues
Rank
Rank
ﬁrst
best
(sum)a (sum)a Groupb
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

3
5
8
1
12
10
9
16
2
18
15
6
22
13
7
27
34
11
28
26

453
6
517
2
96
20
427
29
10
110
28
12
153
450
40
368
265
373
84
448

Predictorb,c
Ginalski
Rychlewski
Bujnicki
Baker
Bates
Bujnicki
Fischer
Robetta (S)
Skolnick
Honig
Shi
Xu
Takeda-Shitaka
Labesse
Pmodel (S)
Saldanha
Sasson-Iris
Brooks
Elofsson
Murzin

Analogs
z score Rank Rank
Predictions
ﬁrst
best
ﬁrst
scored
(sum)a,b (sum)a (sum)a Groupb
30
30
30
30
30
27
30
30
30
27
30
30
28
28
30
28
30
30
30
17

2.56
2.27
2.00
1.95
1.88
1.88
1.74
1.65
1.63
1.50
1.49
1.47
1.46
1.40
1.33
1.30
1.27
1.26
1.22
1.21

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
10
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
19

1
6
4
21
3
31
2
7
17
51
14
59
43
15
34
45
29
64
8
9

2
349
1
453
29
6
10
68
51
67
112
132
517
373
28
110
450
423
16
12

Predictorb,c

z score
Predictions
ﬁrst
scored
(sum)a,b

Baker
Shortle
Karplus
Ginalski
Robetta (S)
Rychlewski
Skolnick
Jones
Samudrala
Jones
Friesner
I-sites/Bystroff (S)
Bujnicki
Brooks
Shi
Honig
Labesse
Taylor
Levitt
Xu

16
12
16
16
16
16
16
8
16
16
16
16
13
16
9
9
14
16
14
16

5.09
2.73
2.23
2.14
2.08
1.69
1.65
1.47
1.26
1.17
1.17
1.09
1.03
0.94
0.91
0.89
0.88
0.79
0.78
0.78

a

Sum refers to combining target scores by summation as described in the text.
Groups/scores in bold display signiﬁcant (⬎95% conﬁdence) difference from most of the remaining top twenty groups using Student’s t-tests.
c
Automatic servers are indicated with (S) following the predictor name.
b

TABLE IV. Top 20 Predictors Ranked by Structure Measures and Alignment Measures
Structure
Rank
ﬁrst
(sum)a

Rank
best
(sum)a

Groupb

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

3
1
5
2
11
9
22
32
21
15
7
19
26
47
9
37
39
57
49
13

453
2
6
10
110
29
517
96
427
28
450
20
448
67
41
153
435
105
368
373

Alignment

Predictorb,c

Predictions
scored

z score
ﬁrst
(sum)a,b

Rank
ﬁrst
(sum)a

Rank
best
(sum)a

Groupb

Ginalski
Baker
Rychlewski
Skolnick
Honig
Robetta (S)
Bujnicki
Bates
Fischer
Shi
Labesse
Bujnicki
Murzin
Jones
Akiyama
Takeda-Shitaka
Fujita
Sternberg
Saldanha
Brooks

25
25
25
25
20
25
25
25
25
23
22
17
15
25
25
20
21
25
23
25

3.11
2.74
2.57
1.97
1.87
1.78
1.70
1.54
1.51
1.45
1.44
1.32
1.30
1.27
1.25
1.22
1.20
1.15
1.14
1.12

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
17
19
20

1
5
3
7
2
14
15
35
24
9
27
8
32
26
6
55
53
17
47
21

2
453
29
6
10
427
28
96
517
1
110
373
448
20
12
67
265
450
242
68

Predictorb,c

Predictions
scored

z score
ﬁrst
(sum)a,b

Baker
Ginalski
Robetta (S)
Rychlewski
Skolnick
Fischer
Shi
Bates
Bujnicki
Karplus
Honig
Brooks
Murzin
Bujnicki
Xu
Jones
Sasson-Iris
Labesse
Bujnicki
Jones

25
25
25
25
25
25
23
25
25
25
20
25
15
17
25
25
25
22
22
10

3.54
3.00
2.84
2.76
2.69
1.90
1.88
1.67
1.64
1.63
1.61
1.60
1.38
1.32
1.30
1.20
1.15
1.15
1.05
1.03

a

Sum refers to combining target scores by summation as described in the text.
Groups/scores in bold display signiﬁcant (⬎95% conﬁdence) difference from most of the remaining top 20 groups using Student’s t-tests.
c
Automatic servers are indicated with (S) following the predictor name.
b

GDT_TS scores from 14.0 to 49.4) and included both
homologues and analogs of known folds.
To construct manual scores, one point was assigned to
each correctly predicted secondary structural element, and

one point was added for every secondary structural element that produced correctly aligned residues. Half points
were subtracted for erroneous distances, gaps, or nonprotein-like architectures. Based on the individual tar-
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Fig. 3. Example of GDT_TS measure shortcoming. A: Target 147 E. coli YcdX experimental model. B: Example of GDT_TS score 32.8 (rank 4)
prediction. C: Example of GDT_TS score 27.57 (rank 27) prediction. Objects are colored by using a rainbow ramp of secondary structure progression
from N-terminal (blue) to C-terminal (red). Figures are prepared with MolScript.34

Fig. 4. Comparison of manual evaluation scores to automated evaluation scores. Manual evaluation
scores were generated as described in the text. These manual scores ( y axis) were summed over all evaluated
targets (10 domains) and rescaled according to z score. The automatic scores (x axis) were generated by
averaging z scores generated by the six structural and four alignment measures over the same targets (10
domains). The data points represent scores for each ﬁrst model prediction for all evaluated targets, and the
gray trend line ﬁt by linear regression shows the correlation between scores generated manually and
automatically (r ⫽ 0.96).

gets, various bonus points were also possible for functional
or conserved residue placement or for unusual structural
feature predictions. All models for each target were evaluated in order of decreasing GDT_TS score, and evaluations
stopped when predictions no longer contained a majority of
the target fold. Thus, the number of evaluations ranged
from 74 different models for T0173 (difﬁcult target) to 200
different models for T0141 (easy target). When the unevaluated models were assigned a score of zero, the resulting

manually assigned scores correlated with the averaged
scores generated for the same subset of target domains
using our automated procedure (r ⫽ 0.960, ﬁrst models,
Fig. 4).
Predictors were allowed to submit up to ﬁve models for
each target. Although this evaluation focused on models
labeled “1” (ﬁrst models), the organizers of CASP did not
outline speciﬁc criteria for addressing the additional models. In the evaluation of the fold recognition category for
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Fig. 5. Statistical signiﬁcance by Student’s t-test. The number of domains common to both groups are listed to the left of the diagonal, whereas the
values of t are listed to the right of the diagonal. Statistically signiﬁcant t values that correspond to a probability of deviation ⬎95% are highlighted in gray.

CASP4, only ﬁrst models were considered. For our assessment, we chose to evaluate both “ﬁrst models” and “best
models” to ascertain the best-quality models produced by
given methods. To give the predictors every opportunity to
obtain a higher overall score, we deﬁned the best model as
the model with the highest score for a given measure. This
best score may not necessarily represent the same model
number for all of the measures (on average, ⬃7.5 best
models were identical out of 10 measures). Overall rankings appeared to be quite sensitive to whether ﬁrst or best
models were used as input. For example, the automatic
server Pmodel3 ranked 3 when using best models of all fold
recognition domains but dropped to rank 20 when considering ﬁrst models (see Table II).
Evaluation of Signiﬁcance
Table II summarizes the top 20 prediction groups ranked
by “ﬁrst” model combined measure scores for all deﬁned
fold recognition domains (46 domains). By using the
summation method, the highest scores achieved by group 2
(Baker, 3.21), group 453 (Ginalski, 2.72), and group 6
(Rychlewski, 2.37) appeared to stand apart from the
remaining scores (⬍2.02). To test if the prediction quality
of these groups could be reliably distinguished from those
of the other groups, we sought to evaluate the statistical
signiﬁcance of the results using various measures. Previously, the statistical signiﬁcance between paired samples
of CASP4 comparative model domains were estimated by
using the parametric Student’s t-test and the nonparametric Wilcoxon signed rank test.26 Figure 5 illustrates the
comparison of the top 20 CASP5 fold recognition groups
using the paired Student’s t-test on combined measure
scores for all fold recognition targets (ﬁrst models). Indeed,
these three groups tended to perform signiﬁcantly differ-

ently from the remaining groups (gray highlights ⬎ 95%
conﬁdence of difference). Below these top groups, the
statistical signiﬁcance of the differences in ranking was
marginal. Results were similar for evaluations using the
Wilcoxon signed rank test (data not shown).
Successful application of Student’s t-test to target predictions assumes a normal distribution of model quality
differences (although this is not an assumption of the
Wilcoxon test) and a large number of common models.11,27
Although most of the top scoring groups predicted most or
all of the fold recognition targets, these assumptions did
not necessarily hold for all groups participating in CASP.
Therefore, we applied an additional evaluation of rank
signiﬁcance to the fold recognition results through a
bootstrap selection of z scores.27 In the bootstrap procedure, the score for each group over all targets was calculated from a random selection of N z scores, where N
equals the number of targets predicted by the group and
the selection set was composed of the actual ﬁrst or best
model z scores. The selection was performed N times with
returns. Thus, some z scores may have been selected more
than once, whereas others may not have been represented
at all. The scores obtained from this random selection
process were used to rerank the groups. This procedure
was repeated 200 times, and the number of times each
group obtained the same bootstrap rank as their actual
calculated rank was tabulated and reported as a fraction of
the total number of repeats (Table II). By using this
procedure, a larger bootstrap value at a particular rank
indicated a higher signiﬁcance of that rank. The results of
this bootstrap procedure also suggested that the ranks of
the top three groups were signiﬁcantly better than those of
the other groups.
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Fig. 6. First models and best models. Target T0170 sequenceindependent structural superpositions (Livermore) with (A) group 2 Baker
prediction best model labeled “4,” (B) group 2 Baker prediction ﬁrst model,
(C) group 10 Skolnick prediction best model labeled “3,” and (D) group 10
Skolnick prediction ﬁrst model. In all superpositions, the experimental
model structure is colored in thick purple, and the prediction is colored in
red. If the distance between aligned residues is below 4 Å, then the
residue backbone traces are colored yellow (not aligned correctly) or
green (aligned correctly).

Prediction Ranks: Categories and Highlights
When summing the scores of ﬁrst model predictions of
all fold recognition domains, our assessment and evaluation of ranking signiﬁcance suggested that the methods of
three groups (Baker, Ginalski, and Rychlewski) outperformed the methods of all other groups. However, rankings
changed when we used the best model predictions for each

Fig. 7. Score distribution of manual predictors and automatic servers. A
histogram depicting the percentage of the total number of predictions scored
( y axis) for manual predictors (lavender) and automatic servers (maroon)
falling within the indicated z score bin ranges (x axis). z scores represent the
average scores of all measures calculated for best model predictions.

target or when we scored the predictions by averaging.
Notably, two groups (group 425 Venclovas and group 448
Murzin) who did not score well by the summation approach emerge in the top 20 when the mean approach was
used. Each of these groups predicted fewer target domains
than the remaining groups (Venclovas with 7 domains and
Murzin with 22 domains, out of 46 possible domains).
Other than these exceptions, the rankings produced by
each method followed the same general trends as most of
the top performing groups predicted all target domains.
Table II includes overall scores, ranks, and bootstrap
percentages for all best model fold recognition domain
predictions of the top 20 groups. Considering best model

Fig. 8. Partial fold recognition. Target T0173 M. tuberculosis mycothiol deacetylase (A) experimental model, (B) group 349 Shortle ﬁrst prediction
model, (C) group 2 Baker ﬁrst prediction model, and (D) group 12 Xu ﬁrst prediction model. The secondary structural elements belonging to the
N-terminal Rossmann-like fold are colored blue (␣-helices), yellow (␤-strands), and pale green (coil). Secondary structural elements C-terminal of the
Rossmann-like fold are colored white (not predicted), purple (correct prediction), and green (prediction in incorrect orientation).

CASP5

predictions, the maximum score was still achieved by
group 2 (Baker, 3.58), followed closely by that of group 10
(Skolnick, 2.69). Figure 6 highlights difﬁculties of these
two top scoring groups (Baker and Skolnick) with picking
models. Group 10’s (Skolnick) prediction model 3 [Fig.
6(A), green] and group 2’s (Baker) prediction model 4 [Fig.
6(C), green] superimposed nicely with experimental target
T0170, whereas their ﬁrst model predictions superimposed poorly [Figs. 6(B) and (D), respectively]. It is interesting that each of these pairs of predictions corresponded to
mirror images, where the group assigned the incorrect
handed structure as the ﬁrst model.
The top 20 groups summarized in Table II included
three automatic servers. The ﬁrst model predictions of
group 29 (Robetta, 2.02) ranked high (ﬁnish ranked 4 in
33% of bootstraps), whereas the best model predictions of
group 45 (Pmodel3, 1.87) and group 40 (Pmodel, 1.65)
ranked 3 (38% of bootstraps) and 7 (14% of bootstraps),
respectively. Although the average of the overall score
distribution (ﬁrst models, combined measures) for automatic servers (⫺0.28) was lower than that for manual
groups (0.11), the performance of the top automatic server
ﬁrst model predictions (group 29 Robetta) approached
those of the best manual predictors, and the performances
of the top automatic servers best model predictions (group
45 Pmodel3, group 29 Robetta, and group 40 Pmodel)
approached those of the best manual predictors. Figure 7
illustrates the score distribution of manual predictors and
automatic servers on best model predictions.
The fold recognition category included a variety of
domains encompassing a wide range of difﬁculty levels.
Many of the top performing fold recognition groups also
performed well in the comparative modeling and the new
fold categories. We could emphasize this concept by splitting the fold recognition domains into homologues (30
domains) and analogs (16 domains) of known folds. Table
III summarizes the resulting scores. Top achieving groups
for fold recognition homologues (group 453 Ginalski, group
6 Rychlewski, and group 517 Bujnicki, Table III) performed well in the comparative modeling assessment,25
and top achieving groups for fold recognition analogs
(group 2 Baker, group 349 Shortle, and group 1 Karplus,
Table III) performed well in the new fold assessment.28
For fold recognition homologues, the score of one additional group (group 96 Bates) approached that of some of
the best performers. For fold recognition analogs, group 2
(Baker) signiﬁcantly outscored (5.09) all other methods,
whereas the automatic server (group 29 Robetta) developed by the Baker laboratory ranked an impressive 3 (best
models) and 5 (ﬁrst models).
Because of improved sequence homology detection methods and increasing numbers of available sequences in
databases, a signiﬁcant overlap existed between the CASP5
comparative modeling (deﬁned as any domain with detectable sequence similarity to a known fold) and fold recognition (deﬁned by a natural boundary between domain
clusters in Fig. 1). To minimize this overlap, we deﬁned a
subcategory of FR domains that included structures displaying obvious structural similarity in the absence of
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signiﬁcant sequence similarity (25 domains). The corresponding predictions were evaluated by separating structural and alignment quality measures (Table IV). Although the same groups tended to perform signiﬁcantly
better than others (bold, Table IV) using structural measures (group 453 Ginalski, group 2 Baker, and group 6
Rychlewski) or alignment measures (group 2 Baker and
group 453 Ginalski), one additional group (group 110
Honig) could be distinguished by their overall structural
quality of predictions in this subcategory.
Highlights and Pitfalls of CASP5 Predictions
To exemplify the progress made in CASP5 and to
identify potential focuses of future efforts in structure
prediction, we highlight the predictions of several interesting fold recognition targets. Mycothiol deacetylase from M.
tuberculosis (T0173) represents one of the most difﬁcult
examples. This single-domain protein, classiﬁed as FR(A)/
NF, contains a novel Rossmann-like ␣/␤ fold with an
overall topology similar to that of SAM-dependent methyltransferase but with a distinct sheet curvature. Many top
scoring groups correctly predicted various aspects of the
Rossmann-like N-terminus. However, no group correctly
represented the overall fold topology. In fact, the closest
prediction (group 349 Shortle, ﬁrst model) to the overall
fold topology in terms of coverage correctly extended the
Rossmann-like fold by only one helix [purple, Fig. 8(A)]
and incorrectly extended the sheet with a parallel ␤-strand
(green, Fig. 8). This prediction ranked 7 among all ﬁrst
models, however, because it missed the distinct sheet
curvature present in the experimental structure.
The ﬁrst model prediction of group 2 (Baker) achieved
the top score for this difﬁcult target with all measures [Fig.
8(B)]. The Baker model correctly assigned four of ﬁve of the
Rossmann-like ␤-strands with accurate sheet curvature,
relatively good alignment, and correct stacking of ␣-helices. Model 1 submitted by group 12 (Xu) represented
another noteworthy prediction for this target (rank 2 for
combined measures). This prediction included all of the
Rossmann-like ␤-strands in a curved sheet [Fig. 8(C)].
However, the lengths and stacking of the ␣-helices differed
slightly, as indicated by a lower structural measure ranking for this individual target (rank 3 among ﬁrst models
and rank 4 among best models).
In CASP5, the correct prediction of multiple-domain
proteins in general remained a challenging task. Some fold
recognition targets contained rather difﬁcult domain organizations, including swaps of secondary structural elements between two domains (T0148) or between two
monomers (T0192 and T0193) and discontinuous boundaries in terms of primary sequence (T0146, T0148, T0159,
T0168, T0172, T0174, T0186, T0187, and T0191). To
evaluate the performance of the prediction community on
such proteins, we compared the average GDT_TS scores
attained on single-domain targets with those attained on
multiple-domain targets in terms of target difﬁculty.
Brieﬂy, a trend line through the target difﬁculty data [Fig.
1(A)] represents the predicted average performance for
each difﬁculty level. The relative performance of each
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Fig. 9. Difﬁcult domain organization. Secondary structural elements making up the tandem repeat of
ferredoxin-like folds found in Target 148 are colored blue (ﬁrst domain) and yellow (second domain), with the
strand swap highlighted in red and purple. Secondary structural ␤-strands (arrows) and ␣-helices (cylinders) of
the target structure are represented as (A) cartoon and (B) linear diagrams. Secondary structural elements of
(C) the T0148 experimental model structure, (D) group 10 Skolnick ﬁrst model fragment 1 and 2 predictions, (E)
group 29 Robetta ﬁrst model prediction, and (F) group 2 Baker ﬁrst model prediction. Secondary structural
elements of the target structure are colored according to the structural diagrams. Secondary structural
elements of the prediction models are colored according to the corresponding residues in the target structure,
with incorrectly placed (nonswapped) elements highlighted in green.

target with respect to this trend line was calculated by
residuals (i.e., the difference between the calculated average performance and the actual performance), with positive values representing better than expected results and
negative values representing worse than expected results
[Fig. 1(B)]. We then averaged single-domain target residuals (0.194) and multiple-domain target residuals (⫺0.151)
separately [Fig. 1(B), trend lines]. These results indicate a
better performance of the CASP5 community as a whole on
predicting single-domain targets.
To demonstrate the difﬁculties of complex domain organizations, we discuss one interesting target (T0148) that
contains a tandem repeat of ferredoxin-like fold domains
[each classiﬁed as FR(A)] with swapped N-terminal
␤-strands [Figs. 9(A)–(C)]. Although no group correctly
predicted the strand swap, several top performing groups
predicted the ferredoxin-like fold duplication [group 10
Skolnick, Fig. 9(D); group 2 Baker, group 6 Rychlewski,
group 450 Labesse, group 28 Shi, group 427 Fischer, and
group 110 Honig, not shown]. The server Robetta (group

29) produced a remarkable ﬁrst model prediction for this
target. Although the model contained incomplete sheets, it
correctly assigned the discontinuous boundaries of the two
domains [Fig. 9(E)], and outperformed the manual prediction from the same group [group 2 Baker, Fig. 9(F)]. This
result highlights a potential use of such fragment-based
prediction methods in domain parsing.
Several predictions more closely resembled the target
structure than any available template. The ﬁrst model
prediction of the FR(H) target T0134_2 by group 453
(Ginalski) represented one such accomplishment (Fig. 10).
Ginalski combined two existing PDB template structures
(1qts and 1e42) to produce a model structure with a
GDT_TS score (79.01) slightly better than that of the
closest template (1qts, 78.19). Similarly, group 28 Shi
achieved a slightly higher GDT_TS score (63.96) than the
closest available PDB template 1hjr (63.89) with a second
model prediction of the target T0157. In view of the
numerous insertions/deletions and the relatively lowsequence identities between each of these targets and their
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Fig. 10. Prediction beats available templates. Structural models are depicted for (A) the closest available
template (1qts) to target domain T0134_2, (B) the experimental domain T0134_2, and (C) the best prediction
(group 453 Ginalski ﬁrst model) for T0134_2. Helices and strands common to all structures are colored blue
and yellow, respectively. Compared with the corresponding experimental model structure (B), secondary
structural elements with incorrectly aligned residues are colored red.

templates (12.7% for T0134_2 and 1qts; 15.4% for T0157
and 1hjr), both of these high scoring predictions achieved
remarkable alignment quality. For example, the Ginalski
model for T0134_2 correctly aligned all but one of the
secondary structural elements [black, Fig. 10(C)]. Considering this alignment shift, the higher GDT_TS score
becomes more signiﬁcant in a structural sense. In fact, the
target domain superimposed with the Ginalski model
(RMSD 1.6 over 105 residues) better than it superimposed
with either template used to generate the model (1qts:
RMSD 1.8 over 100 residues and 1e42: RMSD 1.8 over 104
residues).
The CASP5 fold recognition targets included an example
of a singleton sequence (T0174) that did not ﬁnd any
similar sequences in public databases using PSI-BLAST
procedures. Such an isolated sequence represents a particular challenge for fold recognition methods. The T0174
experimental structure belongs to the two-domain SCOP
superfamily of GHMP kinases. Remarkably, many groups
(11 automatic servers and 10 manual predictors) correctly
identiﬁed the GHMP kinase fold as a template for this
protein (reported as parent 1kvk, 1kkh, 1fwk, 1ﬁ4, 1k47,
and 1h73). Of these groups, two automatic servers (group
45 Pmodel3 and its input server group 39 Pcons3) and
several manual predictors produced ﬁrst models with
reasonable overall folds (group 373 Brooks, group 437
Ho-Kai-Ming, group 96 Bates, and group 10 Skolnick;
group 453 Ginalski and group 6 Rychlewski reported N/A
as parent template but identiﬁed the correct fold). Considering best models, more automatic servers found the
correct fold and obtained satisfactory scores (group 362
PSPT, group 40 Pmodel, group 38 Pcons2, group 14
FUGUE2, group 226 FUGUE3, and group 221 INBGU)
than did manual predictors (group 47 Gibrat, group 464
Catherinot, and group 8 Royyuru).
Although many predictors identiﬁed a correct template for the singleton target T0174, the resulting
structural models diverged signiﬁcantly from the target
structure. GDT_TS scores for the best domain predictions (group 45 Pmodel3, 26.015 for T0174_1; and group
437 Ho-Kai-Ming, 40.161 for T0174_2) did not approach

Fig. 11. Physically unrealistic models. Ball-and-stick representations
of backbone coordinates from one best model prediction for Target T0174
illustrate (A) two turns of a helix-like secondary structure from residue 350
to residue 360 and (B) two overlapping strand-like secondary structures
connected by a turn from residues 176 to 186. Atoms are colored
according to type: red (oxygen), blue (nitrogen), and gray (carbon). Bonds
are drawn between atoms ⬍1.6 Å apart (pale green), and the backbone
trace is illustrated in purple.

those calculated for a manual structural alignment with
the closest template (1kvk, 55.492 for T0174_1 and
68.614 T0174_2). For most of the predictions with
correct parent templates, these poor scores reﬂected
both incomplete alignment coverage and poor alignment
quality. For example, the coordinates of one automatic
server prediction (group 189 SAM-T02-server best model)
only extended over one domain of the target structure,
whereas another group (group 537 Asogawa) misaligned
the entire target sequence with that of the parent
template (1kvk). Although the structure of this misaligned prediction looked similar to that of the top
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predictions, the poor alignment was reﬂected in a low
overall alignment quality score ( z score of ⫺0.34).
In addition to poor alignment quality, many top predictions for Target T0174 displayed poor local structural
quality. For example, one ab initio method produced a
physically unrealistic model that generated one of the top
overall scores for this target (average z score for both
domains 2.035) (Fig. 11). Figure 11 illustrates examples of
two secondary structure regions in this model where
backbone coordinates essentially overlap (fall within a
bond distance of 1.6 Å). Despite the presence of these poor
structural regions, the model correctly represented the
␤-strand with respect to the template structure (1kvk) for
the second domain (T0174_2). Such a result underscores a
generalized need for applying some form of model reﬁnement to structures produced by a number of fold recognition and ab initio-type methods (see also new fold assessment article28).
DISCUSSION
This report concentrates on evaluating the top scoring
groups in the CASP5 fold recognition category to establish
the current state of the art in protein structure prediction
methods. Despite the obvious advantages of such an
assessment, the evaluation process falls short in identifying promising new methods that may ultimately drive
future progress in the ﬁeld. One of the original objectives of
CASP was to identify the best methods in the three
different categories: comparative modeling, fold recognition, and ab initio protein structure prediction. Today, this
goal is masked by a growing trend to combine various
existing prediction tools in unique ways. Both manual
groups and automatic servers that exploit such combinations surpass the independent “threading” methods that
once dominated the fold recognition ﬁeld.
In many ways, the CASP assessment process itself has
driven the tendency of predictors to merge existing prediction techniques. Pressures to predict each and every target
force groups to use a combination of the best available
techniques for each prediction category. Fortunately, such
pressures did not distract from developing and improving
methods in CASP5. The group 29 automatic server Robetta provides an excellent example of this point. Robetta
combined results of group 38 Pcons2, an automatic server
that performs well on comparative modeling targets, with
results of the ab initio method Rosetta developed by the
Baker group. This combination produced an outstanding
prediction for target T0186, a three-domain protein classiﬁed as CM and CM/FR(H) for two domains and FR/NF for
a third, inserted domain. Observations in previous CASP
assessments that different groups performed better on
different targets also reinforced the notion that sharing
techniques could lead to better performance. The 3D JURY
method developed and used by group 6 Rychlewski and by
group 453 Ginalski took full advantage of this idea.29 By
using a detailed scoring scheme, 3D-Jury used input
models produced by a large set of publicly available fold
recognition servers and picked those that had the most
abundant high scores as predictions.

The results of the fold recognition assessment suggest
that two general types of methods performed well in
protein structure prediction: template-based methods and
fragment assembly-based methods. For fold recognition
homologues, groups using methods that combined models
built from existing templates with some type of model
reﬁnement performed well. The procedure used by group
453 Ginalski, one of the top scoring groups in both fold
recognition and comparative modeling, provides an excellent example of such a method. Ginalski started with
templates provided by comparative modeling and fold
recognition servers, improved template alignments manually by using various criteria, built homology models from
these alignments, and improved the resulting models with
a combination of available programs and manual inspection. As discussed, this procedure produced a prediction
closer to the experimental target than the closest template
(Fig. 10).
The second general type of method has been categorized
as ab initio protein structure prediction. This method type
generally concentrates on local structural properties and
performs well on fold recognition analogs and new folds.
The Rosetta program developed by group 2 (Baker) and the
TOUCHSTONE folding algorithm developed by group 10
(Skolnick) are both examples of such methods. Rosetta
identiﬁed small fragments from a library generated from
existing structures,30,31 whereas the ab initio folding
segment of TOUCHSTONE identiﬁed conserved contacts
from multiple weakly signiﬁcant template fragments found
by threading.32
With the overall performance of fold recognition groups
being easily divided into two main classiﬁcations (methods
that work on homologues and methods that work on
analogs) and with the increasing depletion of fold recognition domains into the comparative modeling group, perhaps a change in CASP assessment categories is required.
Under the current deﬁnition, signiﬁcant overlaps exist
between assessment categories, especially between those
of fold recognition and comparative modeling. Although
this overlap provides a nice check for assessment methods,
it detracts from the very different aspects of model comparisons that need to be made for each category. For example,
the local structural details of side-chains and loops cannot
be assessed in most of the target domains currently
deﬁned as comparative models due to signiﬁcant structural divergence. Although such a localized comparison is
essential for the methods development of comparative
modeling groups, the task becomes overwhelmed by the
huge number of target domains assigned to the category
that must be addressed on a more global level. Therefore,
we suggest that targets be categorized on the basis of the
methods required for assessment, rather than the outdated methods used for predictions. This type of classiﬁcation scheme ﬁts more naturally within the outline of
CASP, because assessors have no knowledge of methods
when establishing ranks.
In addition to the promising predictions of the top
scoring groups outlined in this report, the prediction
community as a whole achieved higher overall average
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scores (GDT_TS) in CASP5 than in CASP4 (see CASP5
progress article33). However, the question remains about
whether this better performance actually reﬂects signiﬁcant advances in prediction technology. Groups participating in CASP5 have larger databases of sequence and
structure information available, in addition to a number of
publicly accessible fold recognition servers. One of the
most promising results of the CASP5 assessment of fold
recognition concerns the performance of automatic servers. Predictions by the best performing servers approach
those of the top scoring manual groups. In fact, group 29
Robetta performed among the top groups (with a statistically signiﬁcant rank 3) for the subset of “real” fold
recognition domains using alignment measures on ﬁrst
models, whereas group 45 Pmodel3 and group 40 Pmodel
performed consistently among the top groups using best
models.
This assessment identiﬁed the top scoring groups for all
fold recognition domains and for various subsets of domains, including homologues and analogs, using various
structural and sequence alignment criteria. General trends
in average scores attained by all groups on various targets
were described. A huge amount of data produced in the
course of our analysis of fold recognition predictions exists
that cannot be contained within this report. Further
analysis of this data could provide additional insights into
general trends of protein structure prediction and into
speciﬁc strategies of individual prediction groups. Interested readers can access the data generated for this
assessment in the ﬁles at http://predictioncenter.llnl.gov/
casp5/fr/.
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